
BC’s new Water Sustainability Act, which will take effect in
2016 with the repeal of the over one-hundred-year-old Water
Act, has been the center of growing concern about water pricing.
The new Act is designed to include considerations based on
growing populations, climate change, and expanding
development throughout BC. One of the changes over the old
Act is the establishment of an ‘Administration Fee’ for
groundwater usage. These new rates will be used to cover the
cost of implementing the new Act and have been identified
strictly as administration fees rather than a ‘price’ for
groundwater.

Under the new fees, groundwater will cost households
supplied by municipal water systems $1 or $2 annually, with
wellusers being exempt from these costs. Groundwater and
surfacewater users will now pay the same ‘price’ for their water.
The highest rate is for industrial users, such as companies that
bottle water. They will be charged $2.25 per million litres for
groundwater usage.

Opposition to Industrial Rate
An online petition calling on the government to review the
industrial water rates gathered more than 225,000 signatures
before being delivered to Environment Minister Mary Polak.
BC’s biggest water users are municipalities, mining, oil and gas

well fracturing, and Nestlé Water Canada. The petition is
centered around Nestlé, which bottles approximately 265
million litres of BC water every year to sell in retail outlets.
Activists are hoping the government will raise water rates for
big companies like Nestlé, to encourage the protection of BC’s
water. The petition gained momentum as tight water
restrictions came into place across the province and the dry
conditions sparked a rash of forest fires. 

Premier Christy Clark has said that she will review the
administration fees in the Water Sustainability Act in response
to public concern.

Water... A Tradeable Good?
As former MLA Judi Tyabji pointed out, the current
groundwater rates for industrial use are low because the fees are
only for administration purposes, and not a ‘price’ at all—the
water is not being sold. She points out that establishing a price
for water would define it as a tradeable good under free trade
agreements, which would open the doors for international sales
of Canadian water (think the Great Lakes) and would make it
subject to Chapter 11 legal actions under NAFTA. Tyabji says
that the Province of BC must avoid setting a price on water and
establishing it as a tradeable good. 0
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Putting a ‘price’ on water- Natalie Dunsmuir


